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Neoxen® Trelox QX R10.0, the “Omega” Release
Neoxen Systems has today announced the Next Generation Release of their
32/64-bit Embedded Application Server designed for integration and
communications solutions.
Neoxen Trelox is a multi-platform embedded application server
for both general and peer-to-peer communications and
information integration. It is scalable, easy to deploy, integrated
and interoperable with other applications. The new release is
fully compliant with Microsoft Windows 2008 Server and
Microsoft SQL Server 2008. Neoxen Trelox is powered by
Neoxen QX Framework as the Foundation Technology and it scales from small hand-held
and embedded devices to clustered Windows/Linux server environments.
“This major release extends Trelox as a family of server and agent products. New
components are utilized in automated software updates, workstation services and in
scheduled tasks”, says Sari Peltonen, Chief Technology Officer at Neoxen Systems. “Our
OEM Partners will greatly benefit of this new functionality in their distributed
communications systems”
Neoxen Trelox QX is fully internationalized and can be localized in any languages,
including Chinese Simplified, Traditional Chinese, Japanese, Arabic and Hebrew.
Neoxen Trelox QX is designed for project groups, systems integrators and independent
software vendors for developing scalable communications systems. Neoxen Professional
Services uses it together with Neoxen QX Framework as foundation technology in all the
customer projects requiring a robust, high-performance platform.
For more information about availability, licensing, upgrade policy and other sales related
matters, please contact sales@neoxen.com.
Long-term cooperation for the customers favor
Neoxen Systems and Microsoft Corporation have closely cooperated already for years.
Neoxen is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner with ISV Competence and a Visual Studio
Industry Partner.
We help our customers to improve their project productivity, profitability, cost efficiency
and quality. With close partnership with Microsoft, we can assure to produce added
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value to our customers, with the best available tools, and as a reliable and credible
producer.
Neoxen Systems - Microsoft Gold Certified Partner and Microsoft Visual Studio
Industry Partner - is a fast growing Finnish software company with out-of-the-box
products and services with deep industry and business expertise. Neoxen has in-depth
knowledge in information management and communications solutions and the latest
technologies.
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